**THIS WEEK AT LAPA**

**Monday, Nov. 22**
4:30 PM
* Note location *
Library Lounge, Bendheim Center for Finance

**LAPA SEMINAR:** Susan Karr, Mellon/LAPA Fellow in Law and the Humanities.

"Jus gentium, Natural Rights, and Civil Liberties: Ulrich Zasius' Critique of Arbitrary Power"

Commentator: Paul Sigmund, Politics


---

**Tuesday, Nov. 23**
Noon
Carl A. Fields Center, Room 205

"Bridging the Gap . . . creating a fair and impartial culture"

Charles L. Howard ’72, author of *The Organizational Ombudsman: Origins, Roles, and Operations—A Legal Guide*

Seating is limited - to register please call (609) 258-1775, or e-mail ombuds@princeton.edu.

Sponsored by the Ombuds Office, the Office of Audit and Compliance, and the Program in Law and Public Affairs


---

**Next Week**

**Monday, Nov. 29**
4:30 PM
* Note location *
Library Lounge, Bendheim Center for Finance

**LEGS Seminar:** Daniel Mark, Politics

"There IS an Obligation to Obey the Law: A Critique of Joseph Raz's Theory of Authority"


---

**Friday, Dec. 3**
12:00 PM

**Undergraduate Lunch** with Constitutional Law Advanced Workshop attendees

(By invitation only – if interested contact jrivkin@princeton.edu)

---

**Friday, Dec. 3 - Saturday, Dec. 4**

**Constitutional Law Advanced Workshop** (a.k.a. "The Schmooze") on "Invisible Constitutions"

By invitation only – if interested contact kimlane@princeton.edu.


---

**Save the Date**

**Monday, Dec. 6**
4:30 PM
* Note location *
Library Lounge, Bendheim Center for Finance

**LEGS Seminar:** Brookes Brown, Politics


---

**Thursday, Dec. 9**
*Public Lecture*
4:30 PM
Lewis Library 120

**Stanley Fish,** Florida International University College of Law

"The Fugitive in Flight: Faith, Liberalism, and Law in a Classic TV Show"


---

**Monday, Dec. 13**
4:30 PM
* Note location *
Library Lounge, Bendheim Center for Finance

**LAPA SEMINAR:** Janet McLean, LAPA Visiting Fellow, 2010-2011; Professor of Law and Governance, University of Dundee

"The State the Crown and the Public in Nineteenth Century Britain"


---

For event details and information about LAPA, please visit our website at [http://lapa.princeton.edu](http://lapa.princeton.edu).
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